Jelly Roll Change Up (Free Pattern)
©By: Lynda Smith

This super easy pattern can be made start to finish in just 2 days!

Finished size is 50 x 50 inches but you can make it any size you want by
adding more strips or borders.
Have you ever made a jelly-roll race quilt before? Stood back and looked
at the finished product and said. Ughhh… this is not pretty at all? To me
most jelly-roll race quilts fit that description, more times than not. That
is exactly what I said when I finished making this jelly-roll race quilt.
Not to be deterred I thought what can it hurt to cut it up, so that’s what I
did!
Start by either buying a jelly-roll or cutting 38, 2.5” strips of fabric of
various coordinating colors. Be sure to add a few strips with your
favorite accent colors. I added yellow, sunflower and polkadot pieces
that I had left over from other projects. A lot were not even full width of
fabric. If you want your quilt bigger add more 2.5” strips.
Step 1: Make a jelly-roll race quilt. If you have never done one there are
tons of great video’s on you-tube!
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Strips cut and laid out in random order.

Don’t panic if yours is ugly. See how totally ugly my completed jelly-roll
race quilt top was!
Step 2: Lay your top out on a bed or table, take one corner and fold it up
and over until you have a perfect square. You will have left over fabric
on the top and sides. The point is you want a large square. Pin to mark
the edges and cut the square out.
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Step 3: Take your square and fold it again on the diagonal and cut down
that line. Then fold those triangles in half and cut again. You will not
have 4 smaller triangles.

Step 4: Then fold those 8 triangles in half and cut one last time. You will
now have 8 triangles. Mix and match until triangles together until you
have a design you like. I sewed mine in an L shape. See pictures below.
Step 5: Sew 2 triangles together to make a square. Repeat until you
have 4 squares.
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Step 6: I messed and messed with the layout at this point and
determined that all the angles meeting in the center looked the best. You
can see what it looked like trying to make a pattern as a square here.

Nope

Yes!

Step 7: Sew the 4 squares together to make a giant square.
Step 8: Measure the outer edge of your square and cut a 2.5” border in
the length you need. Try to pull in one of you accent colors here. Sew
border on. Sew on using mitered corners for a more finished look.
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Step 9: Again measure the out side of your quilt and cut 2.5” strips
enough to go around the entire square I used a solid darker fabric to
accent.

Step 10: Take the left over pieces of you jelly-roll race quilt and cut
them into 4.5” strips. Be sure to cut them so that they are piano
keyboard style. Sew them together to make the outer border. Then sew
the border on again I used mitered corners.
You can change it up and not make it a square if you like just by adding
borders only the top and bottom.
I quilted mine using Free Motion in a random stipple. Bind in a
contrasting color.
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